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480 QL480 QL

 

SPORT&FUN

SPORT&FUN BLACK SELECTION

Highlights
  Sleeps up to 4
  Optional motorcycle bracket
  Huge rear door

MORE INFO ONLINE 
knaus.com/sportfun-black-selection

Daytime layout Night-time layout Optional motorcycle bracket

PRACTICAL 
TRENDSETTER
With its stylish design and features at the very 
best price, this miraculously spacious caravan is 
especially popular with fans of active holidays. A true 
caravan legend – and the BLACK SELECTION special 
model is a real collector’s item.

480 QL. Trendy design and 
scratch-resistant HPL surfaces.

480 QL. With a width of 92 cm, the large rear door offers the best 
conditions for convenient loading and unloading.

480 QL. The compact bathroom 
boasts all the mod cons.

galley kitchen

Spacious

compact bathroom

Multi-purpose

L-shaped bench

Comfortable

480 QL. Versatile room layout with a modern colour scheme creates a 
dynamic atmosphere.

Additionally included extras:
  AL-KO AAA Premium Brake
  AL-KO heavy-duty crank supports
  AL-KO Vario X Chassis
  Support wheel with integrated support load display
  Load increase to 1.500 kg **  (1.500 kg chassis)
  Insect screen door
  Storage hatch 100 x 120 cm, bow left
  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen and 
blackout (bow)

  Cassette combination roller blind for window in 
washroom

  TRUMA MonoControl CS (incl. gas filter)
  Smoke detector
  Waste water tank 25 ltr., rollable
  “bluuwater” water filter system
  Combi external socket (electricity + TV)
  230 V SCHUKO socket, additional 1 pc. in kitchen
  Rear awning light LED
  MOT and registration document
  MediKit voucher *
  SilwyREADY
  Drawbar cover, black
  17" alloy rims - mono-axle, titanium metallic painted in 
exclusive KNAUS design

  Roof rail with rear ladder, black
  Side walls in smooth sheet metal, white - mono-axle
  KNAUS emblems front and rear, black/chrome
  Exclusive exterior graphics SPORT&FUN  
“BLACK SELECTION”

  High-quality carbon optics SPORT&FUN  
“BLACK SELECTION”

  Darkened taillights
  Exclusive furniture fittings with CPL decor SPORT&FUN 
“BLACK SELECTION”

  Upholstery selection - Special upholstery: GREY STRIPES 
“BLACK SELECTION”

**  The declared weight is the technically permissible  
maximum laden mass. Further additional options as well  
as legal and technical information on the subject of “vehicle 
weights” can be found under configurator.knaus.com.



SPORT

SPORT E.POWER SELECTION

Highlights 
  Less maintenance
  Increased safety
  Maximum user-friendliness

SPORT

MORE INFO ONLINE 
knaus.com/sport-epower-selection

Additionally included extras: 
(depending on the layout)

  AL-KO AAA Premium Brake
  AL-KO heavy-duty crank supports
  Support wheel with integrated support load display
  Load increase to 1.300 kg **  (1.300 kg chassis)  
(400 LK, 400 QD, 420 QD)

  Load increase to 1.500 kg **  (1.500 kg chassis)  
(450 FU, 460 EU)

  Load increase to 1.600 kg ** (1.700 kg chassis)  
(500 KD, 500 EU, 500 FU, 500 QDK, 500 UF)

  17" alloy rims - mono-axle, titanium metallic painted  
in exclusive KNAUS design

  Insect screen door
  Bow storage box
  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen and 
blackout (bow) (500 UF)

  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen and 
blackout (centre) (400 LK, 500 KD, 500 QDK)

  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen and 
blackout (rear) (400 QD, 420 QD, 450 FU, 460 EU,  
500 EU, 500 FU)

  Hinged window 52 x 50 cm with insect screen and 
blackout, bathroom (400 LK, 400 QD, 420 QD, 460 EU, 
500 EU, 500 QDK)

  Side walls in smooth sheet metal - mono-axle
  KNAUS emblems front and rear, black/chrome
  COZY HOME Package, colour selection PEACH
  Induction double stove
  Refrigerator 98 ltr., compressor (400 LK, 400 QD,  
420 QD, 450 FU, 460 EU, 500 EU, 500 FU, 500 UF)

  Smoke detector
  Heating / air conditioning DOMETIC Freshwell  
3000 (OEM)

  Waste water tank 25 ltr., rollable
  “bluuwater” water filter system
  Combi external socket (electricity + TV)
  Socket plus Package
  Intelligent electronic control
  Atmospheric ambient lighting
  TV holder
  MOT and registration document
  MediKit voucher *
  SilwyREADY
  Special foil graphics “E.POWER SELECTION”
  Upholstery selection - Standard upholstery with 
“E.POWER SELECTION” embroidery

  Wall cladding above bed  
(450 FU, 460 EU, 500 EU, 500 FU)

  Rollable slatted frame for single beds (460 EU, 500 EU)
  Wall cladding on side wall above bed (500 KD)
  Refrigerator 150 ltr., compressor (500 KD, 500 QDK)

500 FU. Due to its gas-free 
design, extra storage space can 
be found in the front locker.

450 FU. The SPORT E.POWER SELECTION includes a practical induction 
hob and an efficient compressor refrigerator.

460 EU. The wall covering above the 
beds complements the atmosphere 
perfectly.

460 EU. Always the perfect temperature. Enjoy cool or warm air at the 
touch of a button thanks to the energy-efficient air conditioning unit 
with heat pump technology, which comes as standard.

compact kitchen

Space-saving

U-shaped seating area

Huge

single beds

Spacious

GAS-FREE  
HOLIDAYS
For newcomers to caravanning and seasoned professionals alike, the gas-free  
E.POWER SELECTION layouts are an attractive alternative. In addition to less maintenance 
and increased safety, this special model comes with lots of features on top.

**  The declared weight is the technically permissible  
maximum laden mass. Further additional options as well  
as legal and technical information on the subject of “vehicle 
weights” can be found under configurator.knaus.com.



SPORT E.POWER SELECTION

400 LK

420 QD

460 EU

500 KD 500 QDK 500 UF

500 EU 500 FU

450 FU

400 QD

E.POWER highlights
Completely gas-free

Flexible energy

Air conditioning and heating system comes as standard

Smart energy control

Kitchen includes a compressor refrigerator and induction hob

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/e-power

LAYOUTS
& FACTS



SÜDWIND

SÜDWIND 60 YEARS

Highlights 
  Sleeps between 3-6 
  16 Layouts
  3 gas-free layouts in the range

SÜDWIND

MORE INFO ONLINE
knaus.com/60years-sondermodelle

Additionally included extras: 
(depending on the layout)

  AL-KO AAA Premium Brake

  AL-KO heavy-duty crank supports

  Support wheel with integrated support load display

  Drawbar cover

  Load increase to 1.500 kg** (1.500 kg chassis) (420 QD)

  Load increase to 1.700 kg** (1.700 kg chassis)  
(450 FU, 460 EU)

  Load increase to 1.800 kg** (1.800 kg chassis)  
(500 FU, 500 QDK, 500 UF, 500 PF, 500 EU, 540 FDK, 
540 UE, 550 FSK)

  Load increase to 1.900 kg** (2.000 kg chassis) (580 QS)

  Load increase to 2.500 kg** (2.500 kg chassis)  
(650 PXB, 650 PEB, 650 FSK, 650 UX)

  17" alloy rims 

  Body door: KNAUS PREMIUM

  Insect screen door

  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen and 
blackout (rear) (420 QD, 450 FU, 460 EU, 500 FU, 500 EU)

  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen and 
blackout (centre) (500 QDK, 500 PF, 540 FDK, 550 FSK, 
580 QS, 650 PXB, 650 PEB, 650 FSK)

  Roof hood (lift-tilt) 96 x 65 cm with insect screen and 
blackout (bow) (500 UF, 540 UE, 650 UX)

  Side walls in smooth sheet metal

  Side walls in CAMPOVOLO GREY

  Design attachments

  KNAUS emblems front and rear, black/chrome

  Smoke detector

  “bluuwater” water filter system

  Combi external socket (electricity + TV)

  Socket plus Package

  Atmospheric ambient lighting

  TV preparation with socket and cable laying / feed-
through

  TV holder

  KNAUS Bluetooth sound system

  MOT and registration document

  MediKit voucher *

  SilwyREADY

  Special foil graphics “KNAUS 60 YEARS”

  Upholstery selection - Standard upholstery with 
“KNAUS 60 YEARS” embroidery

  COZY HOME Package “60 YEARS”

  Rollable slatted frame for single beds  
(460 EU, 500 EU, 540  UE)

500 FU. The separate lavatory 
with a comfortable bench toilet is 
particularly practical for families.

500 EU. Make the bed even 
bigger thanks to the rollaway bed 
feature.

650 UX. The corner kitchen is 
incredibly spacious. All of the 
equipment is perfectly organised.

500 FU. Ambient lighting creates a 
cosy atmosphere. 

650 FSK. Open lines of sight and luxurious features, like built-in 
Bluetooth speakers and a large choice of layouts: the SÜDWIND 60 YEARS 
leaves nothing to be desired.

single beds

Spacious

saloon seating area

Comfortable

corner kitchen

Spacious

longitudinal bathroom

Spacious

THE
CARAVAN ICON
The SÜDWIND has been inspiring people for 60 years now with ever new equipment 
features, innovative technologies and design highlights. As a real icon and extensively 
equipped 60 YEARS anniversary model, it surpasses itself, so to speak.

**  The declared weight is the technically permissible  
maximum laden mass. Further additional options as well  
as legal and technical information on the subject of “vehicle 
weights” can be found under configurator.knaus.com.



SÜDWIND 60 YEARS

420 QD 450 FU 500 EU460 EU

500 FU

550 FSK

500 QDK 500 PF 540 FDK 540 UE

650 PXB 650 PEB 650 FSK 650 UX

500 UF

580 QS

Comes with the gas-free  
E.POWER package as standard

External wall available in either 
CAMPOVOLO GREY or WHITE.

LAYOUTS
& FACTS
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Issue Date 12/2022

The prices stated are the manufacturer’s recommended retail prices. The stated prices include the applicable statutory value-added tax and, 
where applicable, other legally prescribed calculation factors or taxes, which may also be shown separately. Depending on the country, the 
listed prices do not include the costs for registration papers, delivery and transport unless expressly stated otherwise. Please consult your 
KNAUS dealer for details. We reserve the right to make technical changes insofar as they serve progress and remain within reason. Before 
purchasing, please also note the technical and legal information and notes in our configurator as well as in the current price list. You can 
find the current price list on our KNAUS website. The optional extras selected will increase the mass of the production vehicle. Comparison 
models: The comparison model is always the floor plan of the series. For the SÜDWIND 420 QD 60 YEARS, for example, the comparison model 
is the SÜDWIND 420 QD. Errors and misprints excepted. Images for illustrative purposes only.

*   A voucher for redeeming the medication set is enclosed with the vehicle. The medication set contains pharmacy-only medication. The 
voucher can therefore only be redeemed at the responsible MediKit mail-order pharmacy at www.medikit.shop. You can also obtain further 
information about your MediKit at www.medikit.shop.

Discover many more caravans, motorhomes & camper vans in our 
current catalogues. Our special motorhome & camper van models 
can be found in the separate brochure for special models.


